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ABSTRACT

Gamma-ray burst afterglow observations in the Swift era have a perceived lack
of achromatic jet breaks compared to the BeppoSAX era. We present our multiwavelength analysis of GRB 060206 as an illustrative example of how inferences of
jet breaks from optical and X-ray data might differ. The results of temporal and spectral analyses are compared, and attempts are made to fit the data within the context
of the standard blast wave model. We find that while the break appears more pronounced in the optical and evidence for it from the X-ray alone is weak, the data are
actually consistent with an achromatic break at about 16 hours. This break and the
light curves fit standard blast wave models, either as a jet break or as an injection
break. As the pre-Swift sample of afterglows are dominated by optical observations,
and in the Swift era most well sampled light curves are in the X-ray, caution is needed
when making a direct comparison between the two samples, and when making definite
statements on the absence of achromatic breaks.
Key words: Gamma rays: bursts – X-rays: individuals: GRB 060206 – Radiation
mechanisms: non-thermal
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INTRODUCTION

Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs) are well described by the
blast wave, or fireball, model (Rees & Mészáros 1992;
Mészáros et al. 1998), which details their temporal and spectral behaviour. In this model GRB afterglow emission is
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created by shocks when a collimated ultra-relativistic jet
ploughs into the circumburst medium, driving a blast wave
ahead of it. This causes a non-thermal spectrum widely
accepted to be synchrotron emission, with characteristic
power-law slopes and spectral break frequencies. The signature of the collimation is an achromatic temporal steepening or ‘jet break’ at ∼ 1 day in an otherwise decaying,
power-law light curve. The level of collimation, or jet open-
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ing angle, has important implications for the energetics of
the underlying physical process.
Since the launch of the Swift satellite (Gehrels et al.
2004), this standard picture has been called into question
by the rich and novel phenomena discovered in the both
the early and late light curves (e.g., Nousek et al. 2006).
Here we focus on the perceived lack of achromatic temporal
breaks in the Swift era, up to weeks in some bursts (e.g.,
Panaitescu et al. 2006; Burrows & Racusin 2007), which
calls into question the effects of collimation and therefore
the energy requirements of progenitor models. Some bursts
show no evidence for breaks in either optical or X-ray, while
others show clear breaks in one regime without any apparent
accompanying break in the other. Even in those bursts where
an achromatic break is observed, they may not be consistent
with a jet break as predicted by the blast wave model (e.g.,
GRB 060124, Curran et al. 2007). We should note that our
expectations of the observable signature of a jet break, including the fact that it ought to be perfectly achromatic, is
based on highly simplified models, notably those of Rhoads
(1997, 1999) and Sari et al. (1999), and break observations,
pre-Swift, that were based predominately in one regime (i.e.,
optical). So apart from well sampled multi-regime observations, more realistic models and simulations of the light
curves, beyond the scope of this Letter, will also be required
to settle this issue.
As the apparent lack of observed achromatic breaks is
an important issue in the Swift era, we will discuss the perceived presence and absence of these achromatic breaks, using the long burst GRB 060206 as an illustrative example.
We present our multi-wavelength analysis of the well sampled afterglow from X-ray to optical wavelengths. In §2 we
introduce our observations while in §3 we present the results of our temporal and spectral analyses. In §4 we discuss
these results in the overall context of the blast wave model
of GRBs and we summarise our findings in §5.
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OBSERVATIONS

Throughout, we use the convention that a power-law flux is
given as Fν ∝ t−α ν −β where α is the temporal decay index
and β is the spectral index. All errors and uncertainties are
quoted at the 1σ confidence level.
2.1

Optical

Optical observations in B, V , R and I bands were obtained
at the 2.5 m Nordic Optical Telescope (NOT), 2.5 m Isaac
Newton Telescope (INT) and 3.6 m Telescopio Nazionale
Galileo (TNG) on La Palma, the 1.5 m Observatorio de
Sierra Nevada (OSN) in Granada, Spain, the 1.8 m Astrophysical Observatory of Asiago, Italy and the 2.0 m Faulkes
Telescope North (FTN) at Haleakala, Hawaii (Table 1). The
optical counterpart was identified in initial R band frames,
however no counterpart was detected in the B band frames,
in agreement with the significant level of line blanketing associated with the Lyman forest at a redshift of z = 4.048
(Fynbo et al. 2006): the fluxes of the B, V and R bands are
reduced to 8, 50 and 88 per cent, respectively, of their true
values (Madau 1995). The field was calibrated via a standard Landolt (1992) field taken by the OSN on a photomet-

Table 1. Optical observations of GRB 060206. Magnitudes are
given with 1σ errors or as 3σ limits.
Tmid
(sec)

Texp
(sec)

Band

Mag

78373
81977
816
981
1074
1391
1468
1853
1862
5363
8300
18360
29940
68235
75990
80917
82225
160557
209760
248617
382560
687323
1121271
2160836
5529
82424

1200
300
60
180
300
600
300
180
300
120
300
1200
1050
1200
180
180
180
1200
960
1500
960
120
600
600
120
180

OSN B
OSN V
INT R
INT R
NOT R
INT R
NOT R
INT R
NOT R
OSN R
INT R
FTN R
FTN R
Asiago R
OSN R
OSN R
OSN R
Asiago R
FTN R
OSN R
FTN R
TNG R
NOT R
NOT R
OSN I
OSN I

> 22.7
20.96 ±
17.28 ±
17.31 ±
17.45 ±
17.44 ±
17.43 ±
17.49 ±
17.55 ±
16.62 ±
17.03 ±
17.90 ±
18.50 ±
19.64 ±
19.87 ±
19.87 ±
19.91 ±
20.92 ±
21.23 ±
21.81 ±
> 21.9
23.19 ±
24.66 ±
> 23.6
15.77 ±
19.18 ±

0.18
0.13
0.14
0.09
0.12
0.08
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.14
0.04
0.02
0.04
0.15
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.10
0.28
0.25
0.41
0.12
0.15

ric night. Differential photometry was carried out relative
to a number of stars within ∼ 5′ of the burst, with resulting deviations less than the individual errors. The photometric calibration error is included in error estimates. We
combine our R band data with that already published from
the RAPTOR & MDM telescopes (Woźniak et al. 2006;
Stanek et al. 2007; where MDM was shifted +0.22 magnitudes as in Monfardini et al. 2006) to extend the optical
light curve past 1 × 106 s since trigger.
2.2

X-ray

The X-ray event data from the Swift X-Ray Telescope
(XRT; Burrows et al. 2005) were initially processed with
the FTOOL, xrtpipeline (v0.9.9). Source and background
spectra from 0.3 – 10.0 keV in Windowed Timing (WT)
and Photon Counting (PC) mode were extracted for analysis with Xspec, while the pre-reduced XRT light curve was
downloaded from the on-line repository (Evans et al. 2007).

3
3.1

RESULTS
Light curves

Visual inspection of the optical light curve (Figure 1) clearly
shows significant re-brightening at ∼ 4000 s and a “bump”
at ∼ 1.7 × 104 s, after which there is a smooth decay with a
break at ∼ 5 × 104 s (Woźniak et al. 2006; Monfardini et al.
2006; Stanek et al. 2007). Fitting a broken power-law to the
data after the “bump” gives α1 = 1.138 ± 0.005, α2 = 1.70 ±
0.06 and places the break at tbreak = 5.9 ± 0.5 × 104 s (χ2ν =
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Table 2. The temporal decay indices in X-ray and optical for
a single power-law, α, and a smoothly broken power-law, α1 &
α2 , with a break time, tbreak . Also the spectral indices for X-ray,
optical and combined X-ray/optical fits (Section 3).

α
α1
α2
tbreak × 104 s
βpre−break
βpost−break

Figure 1. Optical (R-band, upper blue crosses) and X-ray count
rate (×200, lower red crosses) light curves of GRB 060206. The
solid lines show the smoothly broken power-law (with host correction) fit to the optical data to the right of the vertical dot-dash
line, and those same parameters scaled to the X-ray. The dotted
line shows a single power-law fit to the X-ray.

0.77, 71 degrees of freedom, d.o.f.). It is plausible that the
late data suffer from contamination due to the host galaxy
which is estimated as R ∼ 24.6 (Thöne et al. in prep.) and
therefore we have included this in our model.
The X-ray light curve also displays a re-brightening at
∼ 4000 s (e.g., Monfardini et al. 2006) and a flattening after
∼ 106 s which has been attributed to a nearby contaminating X-ray source (Stanek et al. 2007). We use the count rate
light curve since, as we will show in Section 3.2, the X-ray
data are best described by a single, unchanging spectral index, so converting to flux only adds uncertainties. The Xray data from 4000 – 106 s are well fit by a single power-law
decay with α = 1.28 ± 0.02 (χ2ν = 1.0, 65 d.o.f.). However, we also fit a broken power-law with α1 = 1.04 ± 0.10,
4
α2 = 1.40 ± 0.7 and a break time of tbreak = 2.2+2.0
−0.8 × 10 s
2
(χν = 0.79, 63 d.o.f.), giving a marginal improvement. To
test whether the X-ray is indeed consistent with the optical,
we fix the temporal slopes and break time to those of the optical and fit the X-ray data. We find that these parameters
well describe the X-ray data (χ2ν = 0.94, 66 d.o.f.; Figure 1).
The results of our temporal fits are summarised in Table 2.
3.2

Spectral analysis

The XRT spectra were fit with an absorbed power-law and
in both the WT and PC mode data, a significant amount of
absorption over the Galactic value was required. This excess
extinction may be explained by host extinction in the rest
frame of the burst. For the WT mode data (i.e., pre-break),
a spectral index of βX = 1.26±0.06 was found (χ2ν = 1.10, 94
d.o.f.) while the PC mode data (i.e., post-break) was found
to have a spectral index of βX = 0.92 ± 0.09 (χ2ν = 0.93, 59
d.o.f.).
Two optical spectral indices are found by fitting the optical spectral energy distributions (SEDs) at ∼ 1.0 × 104 s
and ∼ 8.2 × 104 s (i.e., pre- and post-break). For the prebreak analysis we use the near-infrared data (JHKS ) of
Alatalo et al. (2006) and the shifted R band data, at that

X-ray

optical

combined

1.28 ± 0.02
1.04 ± 0.10
1.40 ± 0.07
2.2 +2.0
−0.8
1.26 ± 0.06
0.92 ± 0.09

–
1.138 ± 0.005
1.70 ± 0.06
4.9 ± 0.5
0.84 ± 0.05
1.4 ± 0.6

–
–
–
–
0.93 ± 0.01
1.00 ± 0.06

time, of Stanek et al. (2007). For the post-break SED we use
our V , R and I band data. All data were converted to fluxes
and corrected for Galactic extinction of E(B−V ) = 0.013
(Schlegel et al. 1998) and line blanketing due to the Lyman
forest. We find optical spectral indices of βopt = 0.84 ± 0.05
and βopt = 1.4 ± 0.6 for pre- and post-break, respectively.
To constrain these values further we use the simultaneous X-ray and optical fitting detailed in Starling et al.
(2007b). In this method, the optical to X-ray SED is
fit in count-space, incorporating the measured metallicity
(Fynbo et al. 2006) and including the effect host galaxy extinction. The above optical data points were augmented by
X-ray data at the given times: the pre-break SED by one
orbit of XRT data and the post-break SED by ∼ 3 × 104
seconds of data. From this we find that both epochs are well
described by a single spectral power-law with β = 0.93±0.01
and β = 1.00 ± 0.06, respectively, in agreement with each
other and with our previous values of βopt and βX but inconsistent with the interpretation of a possible spectral change
in the optical between the two epochs. These results are
shown in Table 2 and agree, within errors, with those of
Monfardini et al. (2006).

4

DISCUSSION

We have shown that the well sampled X-ray afterglow can
be described by a single power-law decay, though a broken
power-law, which gives temporal indices and a break time
similar to those in the optical, is as good a fit. While it is
difficult to accommodate the single power-law decay in the
framework of the blast wave model, an achromatic broken
power-law decay can be interpreted in terms of a jet break
or an energy injection break, which we will now discuss in
the context of the blast wave model (for a review and mathematical relations see, e.g., Zhang & Mészáros 2004).
The spectral indices of the optical to X-ray spectrum
are constant before and after the optical break, i.e., at ∼ 2.9
and ∼ 23 hours with the break at ∼ 16 hours (∼ 3 hours
in the rest frame) after the burst. This indicates that the
temporal break is not caused by the passage of a break frequency through the optical regime in the broadband spectrum. The conclusion one can draw from this is that the
break is caused by a change in the dynamics of the jet, e.g.,
the cessation of the energy injection phase or the beginning
of the jet-spreading phase (the jet break interpretation). Assuming that the optical and X-ray emission is caused by the
same mechanism, the X-ray light curve is expected to show
a break at the same time as the optical.
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We note that Monfardini et al. (2006) ascribe the dynamical change of the blast wave to a change in the circumburst density profile, the blast wave breaking out of a
homogeneous medium into a stellar wind like environment.
This model agrees with the observed spectral and temporal
slopes but is not expected from the immediate environment
models of GRB progenitors which predicts a transition from
a wind like to a homogeneous medium, and not the converse
(e.g., Wijers 2001; Ramirez-Ruiz et al. 2005). In the following we explore the two possible explanations we propose for
the SEDs and light curves of the afterglow of this burst, a
jet break and an energy injection break.
4.1

Jet break versus energy injection

From the SED spectral indices the power-law index of the
electron energy distribution, p, can be determined. For both
possible explanations the interpretation of the SEDs is the
same, in that the single power-law SED from optical to Xrays is either in between the peak frequency, νm and the
cooling frequency, νc , or above both frequencies. In the first
case p = 3.00 ± 0.12, while in the latter case p = 2.00 ± 0.12,
using the spectral slopes from the optical to X-ray fit in
count-space at 23 hours after the burst.
In the jet break interpretation of the achromatic break,
the blast wave is moving ultra-relativistically, but decelerating, before the break. When the Lorentz factor of the blast
wave drops below the inverse half opening angle of the jet,
the observer starts to see the whole jet and the jet begins
to spread sideways, giving rise to the so-called jet break. If
both the X-ray and optical regimes are situated between νm
and νc , the temporal slope before the break, given the value
of p derived from the SED, is α = 3(p−1)/4 = 1.50±0.09 or
α = (3p − 1)/4 = 2.00 ± 0.09, for a homogeneous or a stellar
wind environment, respectively. The post-break slope would
then be α = p = 3.00 ± 0.12. All these slopes are too steep
compared to the observed temporal slopes. If, however, both
observing regimes are above νm and νc , the pre-break slope
is α = (3p − 2)/4 = 1.00 ± 0.09, while the post-break slope
is α = p = 2.00 ± 0.12. The pre-break slope in this case
is consistent with the observed slopes. The observed postbreak slopes are slightly shallower than expected, but they
are consistent within 3σ, though further steepening to an
asymptotic value of α = p cannot be ruled out. To conclude,
in the jet break interpretation we find that p = 2.00 ± 0.12
and νm,c < νopt,X , but we cannot say anything about the
structure of the circumburst medium, i.e., homogeneous or
wind, since that requires that the observing frequencies are
below νc .
If the achromatic break is interpreted as the cessation
of an extended energy injection phase, the post-break slopes
are given by the expressions for an ultra-relativistic blast
wave. In this case, if both observing frequencies are situated
in between νm and νc , the temporal slopes after the break
are α = 3(p − 1)/4 = 1.50 ± 0.09 (homogeneous medium) or
α = (3p−1)/4 = 2.00±0.09 (stellar wind). If both observing
frequencies are situated above the spectral break frequencies, the temporal slope is α = (3p − 2)/4 = 1.00 ± 0.09,
regardless of the circumburst medium structure. Comparing these numbers with the observed post-break slopes, the
observations are best fit when νm < νopt,X < νc and hence
p = 3.00 ± 0.12, and the ambient medium is homogeneous.

Assuming that the energy injection can be described as
E ∝ tq , the flattening of the light curves before the break is
given by ∆α = (p + 3)/4 × q ≃ 1.5 × q, which gives q ∼ 0.3
from the observed average flattening of ∆α ∼ 0.4.

4.2

Energetics

In general, the jet break time is related to the half opening
angle of the jet, from which the isotropic equivalent energy
can be converted into the collimation corrected energy. If we
interpret the achromatic break at ∼ 16 hours as a jet break,
the half opening angle of the jet is found to be θ0 = 0.075 ×
(E52 /n0 )−1/8 ∼ 4◦ or θ0 = 0.11 × (E52 /A∗ )−1/4 ∼ 7◦ , for
a homogeneous medium or a stellar wind environment, respectively (Panaitescu & Kumar 2002). If we adopt the energy injection interpretation, the observations indicate that
there has not been a jet break up to 10 days after the burst,
which results in a lower limit on the jet half opening angle
of θ0 > 0.22 × (E52 /n0 )−1/8 ∼ 13◦ . In all these expressions
for the opening angle, E52 is the isotropic equivalent blast
wave energy in units of 1052 ergs; n0 is the homogeneous cir2
cumburst medium density in cm−3 ; and A∗ = Ṁ /(4πvw
),
−5
with Ṁ the mass-loss rate in 10 M⊙ per year and vw the
stellar wind velocity in 103 km s−1 . These typical values for
the energy and density (Panaitescu & Kumar 2002) are in
agreement with the constraints on the values for νm and νc
compared to the observing frequencies. Also the fractional
energies of radiating electrons and magnetic field, εe and
εB respectively, have typical values of ∼ 0.1, although in
the energy injection interpretation εB ∼ 10−3.5 , which has
been found for other bursts. With these opening angles we
can convert the isotropic equivalent gamma-ray energy of
6 × 1052 ergs (Palmer et al. 2006) into collimation corrected
energies of 2−4×1050 erg for the jet break interpretation and
> 1051 ergs for the energy injection interpretation, consistent with the energy distribution of other bursts (Frail et al.
2001).

4.3

Implications

Many previously studied jet breaks do not display sharp
changes in the temporal decay index, but a shallow roll-over
from asymptotic values which is described by a smoothly
broken power-law. The prototypical example of such a break
is GRB 990510 for which well sampled B, V , R and I band
light curves display an achromatic break (e.g., Stanek et al.
1999). This is accepted as a jet break even though the Xray light curve as measured by BeppoSAX (Kuulkers et al.
2000) is satisfactorily described by a single power-law. A
break at X-ray frequencies at the same time as the optical break is however, not ruled out and the temporal slopes
before and after that break are similar in the optical and
X-rays. In the analysis of GRB 060206 we are seeing the
same phenomenon: the optical light curve displays a break,
while the X-ray is satisfactorily described by a single powerlaw fit, though a broken power-law is not ruled out. However, an X-ray break is necessary to explain the afterglow
when interpreting it in the context of the standard blast
wave model. A similar issue has been addressed in SED fits
by Starling et al. (2007a), where adding a cooling break to
some SEDs gives only a marginal improvement according to
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the statistical F-test, but is necessitated by considerations
of the physical model. This has significant implications for
the analysis of the myriad of X-ray light curves that the
Swift satellite has afforded us. For those X-ray light curves
extending up to ∼ 1 day or longer, for which we do not have
well sampled optical light curves, caution is required when
making claims about the absence of breaks in isolation, without considering physical interpretations. This is particularly
important when performing statistical analyses on a large
sample of temporal and spectral slopes, for making collimation corrected energy estimates, and for using GRBs as
standard candles.
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CONCLUSION

We identify a possible achromatic break in the X-ray and
optical light curves of GRB 060206 at ∼ 16 hours, which is
most successfully explained by a change in the dynamics of
the jet: either as a jet break or a break due to the cessation
of energy injection. Neither is favoured as both are consistent with the blast wave model and the distribution of collimation corrected energies. The presence of a weak constant
source near the afterglow in both X-rays and optical precludes, in this case, an examination of the light curves later
than ∼ 106 s. GRB 060206 was, up to now, assumed to have
a chromatic break (i.e., a break only in the optical) since
the X-ray data alone does not require a break. However, examining all X-ray and optical data until late times, we find
that the optical and X-ray light curves are consistent with
having the same break time and pre- and post-break temporal slopes. There is also no evidence of chromaticity from
a comparison of pre- and post-break SEDs that encompass
optical and X-ray data.
We should therefore be cautious in ruling out breaks as
being achromatic from comparing the nominal fitted slopes.
This issue is important for determining true GRB energies, but also has a strong bearing on recent attempts to
use GRBs for determining the geometry of the distant Universe. That said, there does seem to be a tendency, if not yet
strongly significant, for the X-ray light curves to have less
pronounced breaks. Both 060206 and 990510, the achromatic
break ‘poster child’, are examples of this. It would therefore
be worthwhile to extend the sample of Swift bursts that have
well sampled late-time optical light curves, which would be
helped by finding more afterglows in the anti-Sun direction.
Also, more detailed theoretical models of jet breaks (likely
involving numerical simulations of the jet dynamics) should
be preformed to clarify whether jet breaks could vary somewhat between wavebands.
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